**FIRST AID KITS**

**4402 : SMALL**
UPC 0-91966-04402-3
30 Piece
Case Pack : 12

**4404 : MEDIUM**
UPC 0-91966-04404-7
53 Piece
Case Pack : 6

**4408 : LARGE**
UPC 0-91966-04408-5
85 Piece
Case Pack : 6

**4406 : DELUXE**
UPC 0-91966-04406-1
121 Piece
Case Pack : 4

**4038 : PREMIUM**
UPC 8-45174-00346-0
208 Piece
Case Pack : 1

**4432 : FIRST AID KIT**
UPC 0-91966-04432-0
28 Piece
Case Pack : 6

**4444 : GLOVE BOX FIRST AID KIT**
UPC 0-91966-04444-3
28 Piece
Case Pack : 6
4409 : TEAM SPORTS TRAINER KIT
UPC 8-45174-00665-2
65 Piece
Case Pack : 3

4076 : TEAM SPORTS COACH’S KIT
UPC 8-45174-00094-0
134 Piece
Case Pack : 4

4074 : TEAM SPORTS MEDIC KIT
UPC 8-45174-00059-9
208 Piece
Case Pack : 4

4430 : WEATHER RESISTANT ABS CASE
UPC 0-91966-04430-6
Assorted Colors
Case Pack : 6

4434 : SURVIVAL KIT
UPC 0-91966-04434-4
13 Piece
Case Pack : 6

4446 : GLOVE BOX SURVIVAL KIT
UPC 0-91966-04446-7
13 Piece
Case Pack : 6
4060 : TRAIL LIGHT DAY HIKER FIRST AID KIT
UPC 8-45174-00053-7
57 Piece
Case Pack : 6

4120 : WILDERNESS FIRST AID KIT
UPC 0-91966-04120-6
107 Piece
Case Pack : 6

4150 : BASE CAMP FIRST AID KIT
UPC 0-91966-04150-3
171 Piece
Case Pack : 6

4045 : 1 PERSON 48 HOUR
UPC 8-45174-00408-5
20 Piece
Case Pack : 3
ROAD KITS

4312 : EMERGENCY ROADSIDE KIT
UPC 8-45174-00769-7
35 Piece
Case Pack : 6

WINTER ACCESSORIES

ALUMINUM UTILITY SHOVEL
Case Pack : 6

4007 : SNOW SURVIVAL KIT
UPC 8-45174-00395-8
3 Piece
Case Pack : 6

- Lightweight adjustable shovel
- Sturdy snow scraper
- Long-handled snow brush with scraper

4002 : YELLOW
UPC 8-45174-00081-0
3 Piece
Case Pack : 6

- Lightweight
- Adjustable from 25” - 32”

4004 : RED
UPC 8-45174-00101-5
3 Piece
Case Pack : 6

- Lightweight
- Adjustable from 25” - 32”

4005 : BLUE
UPC 8-45174-00258-6
3 Piece
Case Pack : 6

- Lightweight
- Adjustable from 25” - 32”

4000 : OLIVE
UPC 8-45174-00820-5
3 Piece
Case Pack : 6

- Lightweight
- Adjustable from 25” - 32”

4017 : ORANGE
UPC 8-45174-00815-1
3 Piece
Case Pack : 6

- Lightweight
- Adjustable from 25” - 32”

4016 : MATTE BLACK
UPC 8-45174-00813-7
3 Piece
Case Pack : 6

- Lightweight
- Adjustable from 25” - 32”

4000 : OLIVE
UPC 8-45174-00820-5
3 Piece
Case Pack : 6

- Lightweight
- Adjustable from 25” - 32”

UPC 8-45174-00081-0

UPC 8-45174-00101-5

UPC 8-45174-00258-6

UPC 8-45174-00815-1

UPC 8-45174-00813-7

UPC 8-45174-00820-5

4000 : OLIVE
UPC 8-45174-00820-5
3 Piece
Case Pack : 6

- Lightweight
- Adjustable from 25” - 32”

UPC 8-45174-00101-5

UPC 8-45174-00258-6

UPC 8-45174-00813-7

UPC 8-45174-00815-1

UPC 8-45174-00820-5

- Lightweight
- Adjustable from 25” - 32”

UPC 8-45174-00813-7

UPC 8-45174-00820-5

- Lightweight
- Adjustable from 25” - 32”

UPC 8-45174-00820-5

- Lightweight
- Adjustable from 25” - 32”

4007 : SNOW SURVIVAL KIT
UPC 8-45174-00395-8
3 Piece
Case Pack : 6

- Lightweight adjustable shovel
- Sturdy snow scraper
- Long-handled snow brush with scraper
FIRST AID KITS

4450 : SMALL
UPC 8-45174-00758-1
30 Piece
Case Pack : 12

4451 : MEDIUM
UPC 8-45174-00760-4
53 Piece
Case Pack : 6

4452 : LARGE
UPC 8-45174-00762-8
85 Piece
Case Pack : 6

4453 : DELUXE
UPC 8-45174-00764-2
121 Piece
Case Pack : 4

4454 : PREMIUM
UPC 8-45174-00766-6
208 Piece
Case Pack : 3

4460 : MICROFIBER TOWEL 3 PACK
UPC 8-45174-00785-7
Case Pack : 6
### AAA FIRST AID KITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>UPC</th>
<th>Piece</th>
<th>Case Pack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4182AAA</td>
<td>TUNE UP KIT</td>
<td>0-91966-04182-4</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4184AAA</td>
<td>COMMUTER KIT</td>
<td>0-91966-04184-8</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4180AAA</td>
<td>ROAD TRIP KIT</td>
<td>0-91966-04180-0</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### AAA ROAD KITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>UPC</th>
<th>Piece</th>
<th>Case Pack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4366AAA</td>
<td>EXECUTIVE ROAD KIT</td>
<td>8-45174-00811-3</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4365AAA</td>
<td>DESTINATION ROAD KIT</td>
<td>8-45174-00809-0</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AAA ROAD KITS

4330AAA : ROAD KIT
UPC 0-91966-04330-9
42 Piece
Case Pack : 4

4388AAA : EXCURSION KIT
UPC 8-45174-00726-0
76 Piece
Case Pack : 4

4284AAA : TRAVELER KIT
UPC 0-91966-04284-5
64 Piece
Case Pack : 4

4390AAA : WINTER SAFETY KIT
UPC 8-45174-00728-4
66 Piece
Case Pack : 6
4359AAA : 450A AUTO JUMP STARTER + POWER BANK
UPC 8-45174-00799-4
Case Pack : 1
- Jumpstart your vehicle on the go
- Light-weight high power
- Ultra bright LED flashlight with SOS warning Mode
- Fits in glove box
- Reverse polarity protections and spark proof
- Deluxe carrying case
- Dual USB power outputs

4361AAA : 100W POWER INVERTER
UPC 8-45174-00803-8
Case Pack : 3
- Converts vehicle power to household power
- 2 AC Outlets
- 2 USB Outlets
- 3 Foot cord with DC power plug
- Additional DC power output

4360AAA : 600A AUTO JUMP STARTER + POWER BANK
UPC 8-45174-00801-4
Case Pack : 1
- Jumpstart your vehicle on the go
- Easy to read digital display
- Ultra bright LED flashlight with SOS warning Mode
- Fits in glove box
- Reverse polarity protections and spark proof
- Deluxe carrying case
- Dual USB power outputs
- Charges your laptop computer

4324AAA : BOOSTER CABLES
[12 FEET / 8 GAUGE]
UPC 8-45174-00105-3
Case Pack : 6
- Thick 8 gauge cables for more power
- Fits top and side post battery terminals
- Quality PVC insulated wires

4326AAA : BOOSTER CABLES
[16 FEET / 6 GAUGE]
UPC 8-45174-00107-7
Case Pack : 6
- Extra thick 6 gauge cables for more power
- Fits top and side post battery terminals
- Quality PVC insulated wires
- Vinyl coated clamps
- Storage bag
AAA ACCESSORIES

4024AAA : TIRE AIR INFLATOR
UPC 0-91966-04024-7
Case Pack : 6
- Built in pressure gauge
- Storage for power cord and adapters
- DC power adapter
- Quick connect air hose
- 2 nozzle adapters included

4363AAA : DIGITAL PRESET AIR INFLATOR
UPC 8-45174-00807-6
Case Pack : 3
- Built in digital preset pressure gauge
- Storage for power cord and adapters
- Super bright LED light
- Extra long power cord
- DC power adapter
- Quick connect air hose
- 3 nozzle adapters included

4362AAA : TIRE AIR INFLATOR
UPC 8-45174-00805-2
Case Pack : 6
- Built in pressure gauge
- Storage for power cord and adapters
- DC power adapter
- Battery power clips
- Quick connect air hose
- 2 nozzle adapters included

4356AAA : PEN STYLE TIRE GAUGE
UPC 8-45174-00793-2
Case Pack : 6
- Range: 10 - 50 PSI
- Bleed valve
- Pocket Clip

4357AAA : HIGH PRESSURE DIAL GAUGE
UPC 8-45174-00795-6
Case Pack : 6
- Large easy to read dial
- Easy pressure adjust bleeder valve and reset
- Heavy duty comfort grip texture
- Range: 0 - 80 PSI

4358AAA : DIGITAL TIRE GAUGE
UPC 8-45174-00797-0
Case Pack : 6
- Easy to Read LCD Display
- Auto Shut-Off
- LED Light
- 0-100 PSI
1 Scissors
1 Carabiner
3 Sting Relief Pad, 2 1/4 in X 1 1/4 in
6 Antiseptic Towelettes, 5 in X 6 3/4 in
14 Alcohol Prep Pads, 2 1/2 in X 1 1/4 in
2 Knuckle Bandage, 1 1/2 in X 3 in
3 Knee/Elbow Bandage, 2 in X 4 in
10 Butterfly Bandages, 1 3/4 in X 3/8 in
2 Alcohol Prep Pads, 2 1/2 in X 1 1/4 in
4 Knee/Elbow Bandage, 2 in X 4 in
4 Alcohol Prep Pads, 2 1/2 in X 1 1/4 in
6 Antiseptic Towelettes, 5 in X 6 3/4 in
10 Butterfly Bandages, 1 3/4 in X 3/8 in
2 Alcohol Prep Pads, 2 1/2 in X 1 1/4 in
4 Knee/Elbow Bandage, 2 in X 4 in
4 Alcohol Prep Pads, 2 1/2 in X 1 1/4 in
6 Antiseptic Towelettes, 5 in X 6 3/4 in
10 Butterfly Bandages, 1 3/4 in X 3/8 in
2 Alcohol Prep Pads, 2 1/2 in X 1 1/4 in
4 Knee/Elbow Bandage, 2 in X 4 in
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Pack</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 20 Piece | 1 Carry Bag  
1 First Aid Booklet  
1 Scissors  
1 Tweezers  
2 Vinyl Gloves (1 Pair)  
1 Signal Mirror  
1 Emergency Whistle  
1 Plastic Pill Vial  
1 Single-Edge Razor Blade  
3 Safety Pins  
4 Cotton Tipped Applicators  
2 Moleskin, 2 in X 3 in  
1 Lip Balm  
1 Small Antistat Cold Pack, 4 in X 6 in 1/2 in  
3 Alcohol Prep Pads, 2 1/2 in X 1 1/4 in  
2 Iodine Prep Pad, 1 1/4 in X 2 1/2 in  |
| 13 Piece | 1 Weather Resistant ABS Case  
1 Carabiner  
1 Flashlight  
1 AAA Battery  
1 Mini Multi-Tool  
1 Candle  
1 Quick-Spark Fire Starter  
1 Emergency Whistle  
5 Bandages, 3/4 in X 3 in  |
| 13 Piece | 1 Weather Resistant ABS Case  
1 Carabiner  
1 Flashlight  
1 AAA Battery  
1 Mini Multi-Tool  
1 Candle  
1 Quick-Spark Fire Starter  
1 Emergency Whistle  
5 Bandages, 3/4 in X 3 in  |
| 53 Piece | 1 Carabiner  
1 Booster Cables, 10g 8 ft  
1 Red Aluminum Flashlight  
3 AAA Batteries  
2 2-in-1 Screwdriver  
1 Plastic Zipper-Backed Safety Pins  
1 Band-Aid Brand  
1 Heavy Duty Bandage  
1 Bungee Cord  
3 Antiseptic Towelettes, 5 in X 3 in  |
| 53 Piece | 1 Carabiner  
1 Booster Cables, 10g 8 ft  
1 Red Aluminum Flashlight  
3 AAA Batteries  
2 2-in-1 Screwdriver  
1 Plastic Zipper-Backed Safety Pins  
1 Band-Aid Brand  
1 Heavy Duty Bandage  
1 Bungee Cord  
3 Antiseptic Towelettes, 5 in X 3 in  |
| 85 Piece | 1 Hard-Shell Foam Case  
1 Scissors  
1 Tweezers  
1 First Aid Guide  
2 Sterile Gauze Pads, 3 in X 3 in  |
| 85 Piece | 1 Hard-Shell Foam Case  
1 Scissors  
1 Tweezers  
1 First Aid Guide  
2 Sterile Gauze Pads, 3 in X 3 in  |
438AAA : EXCURSION KIT
UPC 8-45174-00726-0
76 Piece
Case Pack : 4
1 AAA Double-Sided Carry Bag
1 Air Compressor W/Gauge
1 10 Foot 8 Gauge Booster Cable W/Vinyl Coated Clamps
1 Emergency Warning Triangle
1 9 LED Aluminum Flashlight
3 AAA Batteries
1 Flat Head Screwdriver
1 Phillips Head Screwdriver
1 Pliers W/Vinyl Grips
1 Pair Gloves W/Dimples For Better Gripping
1 Duct Tape
1 Emergency Poncho
1 Utility Knife
1 Slurpee Cord
1 Emergency Whistle W/Lanyard
2 Shop Cloths
10 Cable Ties
15 Bandages, 3/8 in X 1 1/2 in
20 Bandages, 3/4 in X 3 in
1 Adhesive Tape Roll, 1/2 in X 90 in (2 1/2 yd)
6 Antiseptic Towelettes, 5 in X 6 3/4 in
1 Sting Relief Pad, 2 1/4 in X 1 1/4 in
1 Sterile Gauze Pad, 3 in X 3 in
1 First Aid Guide
1 AAA Membership Brochure
1 Accident Forms & Guidelines

4390AAA : WINTER SAFETY KIT
UPC 8-45174-00728-4
66 Piece
Case Pack : 6
1 AAA Hard-Shell Foam Bag
1 Folding Shovel W/Sheath
1 9 LED Aluminum Flashlight
3 AAA Batteries
1 Warm Fleece Set W/Cap, Gloves, & Scarf
1 LED Safety Strobe W/Clip & Magnet On Back
3 Up-To-6 Hour Emergency Candles
1 Emergency Survival Blanket
1 Quick-Spark Fire Starter
1 Emergency Whistle W/Lanyard
2 Hand Warmer Packets
1 Ice Scraper
20 Bandages, 3/4 in X 3 in
15 Bandages, 3/8 in X 1 1/2 in
1 Adhesive Tape Roll, 1/2 in X 90 in (2 1/2 yd)
1 Sterile Gauze Pad, 2 in X 2 in
6 Antiseptic Towelettes, 5 in X 6 3/4 in
1 Sting Relief Pad, 2 1/4 in X 1 1/4 in
1 First Aid Guide
1 AAA Membership Brochure
1 Accident Forms & Guidelines

4359AAA : 450A AUTO JUMP STARTER + POWER BANK
UPC 8-45174-00799-4
Case Pack : 1

4360AAA : 600A AUTO JUMP STARTER + POWER BANK
UPC 8-45174-00801-4
Case Pack : 1

4361AAA : 100W POWER INVERTER
UPC 8-45174-00803-8
Case Pack : 3

4324AAA : BOOSTER CABLES
[ 12 FEET / 8 GAUGE ]
UPC 8-45174-00105-3
Case Pack : 6

4326AAA : BOOSTER CABLES
[ 16 FEET / 6 GAUGE ]
UPC 8-45174-00107-7
Case Pack : 6

4024AAA : AIR INFLATOR
UPC 0-91966-04024-7
Case Pack : 6

4363AAA : DIGITAL PRESET AIR INFLATOR
UPC 8-45174-00807-6
Case Pack : 3

4362AAA : TIRE AIR INFLATOR
UPC 8-45174-00805-2
Case Pack : 6

4356AAA : PEN STYLE TIRE GAUGE
UPC 8-45174-00793-2
Case Pack : 6

4357AAA : HIGH PRESSURE DIAL GAUGE
UPC 8-45174-00795-6
Case Pack : 6

4358AAA : DIGITAL TIRE GAUGE
UPC 8-45174-00797-0
Case Pack : 6
For the last 20 years, Lifeline has provided unique roadside emergency kits, first aid kits and outdoor survival kits from our headquarters near Portland, Oregon. We started as a small first aid kit manufacturer in 1996 and have expanded to sell a broad range of outdoor and safety products to some of the largest retailers in the country. We also make private labeled kits for specialty retailers and major car manufacturers worldwide. But, no matter how much we grow, our goals remain unchanged; to provide quality products, unique items and exceptional customer service at a high value price.

Also, in continued support of our commitment to quality, Lifeline is ISO 9001:2015 certified.

We offer customers:
• quality products
• reasonable prices
• superior value
• exceptional customer service

We pledge to:
• continue providing uncompromising customer service
• maintain and continuously improve our superior on-time delivery
• continue offering creative, high quality, useful products that contribute to our customers’ margin growth